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Research - Positively Managing Declines
“We believe that there is an opportunity to convert loan
declines into approvals over time – without lowering lending
criteria – by helping all credit union members improve their
financial capability...”
Special thanks to:
Nick Money, Director of Development, CFCFE
James Fell, Chief Operations Officer, Quo Money
Dr Paul Jones, Liverpool John Moores University
Professor Sharon Collard, Bristol University

Research Summary – Positively Managing Declines
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Research findings – Reasons for declines
• Over 50% of customers declined were potential new
members
– Shows demand
– Inhibits the ability of credit unions to grow

• The most frequent reasons for declines:
– Affordability
– Currently levels of Unsecured debt
– CCJs & IVA’s

• The vast majority of loan decisions still require manual
intervention.
– What happens with further automation?

Research findings – Existing support for customers
• The top three most common support options where:
– Signposting to debt advice charities such as StepChange
– Savings options to build relationship
– Telephone call to discuss options
• Happening less with automation

• From the text –
– Talking to them to explain why they were declined
– Providing budgeting and financial support
– Not much – they will go else where

Research – What happens after decline
• 90% expect a customer to return and reapply at a later
date,
– 95% Encourage a savings account
– 50% expecting to lend to the customer at some point
– 20% expect this to happen for new members

• 95% offer a reduced amount
• Nearly 80% want to provide Financial Education /
Guidance
– One on One, so difficult to scale

Research findings – Better software / tools
• 95% want better underwriting tools
– Forward-looking Affordability assessments
– To identify potential defaults
– Ability to engage those at risk of default

• Scalable Financial guidance and education
• Payment holidays / reduced payments
– To keep borrowers engaged

The future of declines
• What if you could convert more declines?
– Marginal failures based on affordability
– E.g. a 2% conversion of declines, could result in 8-10% increase in
new loans.

• From the research
– Better ways to identify those that may default
– Financial Education and Guidance
• Promoting sound financial skills

• Automation has the potential to decrease the help offered

Delivering Financial Education as scale
• The FCA:
– learning to use financial products is more like learning to
ride a bike. In the end, you can only learn to ride a bike
by experience – including a few scraped knees.

• Quo Money – Scalable Financial Education
– Budgeting and Financial planning for everyone
– Unique insights for each credit union
– Helping to drive growth

Quo Money – Scalable Financial Education
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Clear, step by step guidance

Declines – How could it work?
By integrating within the application process, we help you close the loop,
giving the ability to convert loan declines into approvals.
Prior to Quo Money, this
potential customer was
potentially lost
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Delinquency – Quo Money - an alternative
approach
• Reduce the cost and impact of delinquency
• 30 days of notice of potential default
• Engage customer proactively
– Suggest alternative payment schedule and amount

Being declined is a horrible experience.
But the credit unions have a
Declines are always hard for individuals
to hear…
Members have to be given
hope…
Helping the member understand
the reason…
…we work with them on their budgeting
skills…
…supporting them to get their
finances back on track…

Give them hope for the future

